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I Experiments ,have ~eeF! p~rpmned to asS:.~~s the ~bilitY of linear "
df~ffaction' theory." to p'r~Jdfct the ni~tion of i~e -mas'ses un~er wave
exci,tatfon. Variables in ,the regular, wave portion of the experiment '~j
included lceb~rg: s1iZe a~~ shape arid wave ,~te~pne~s~ RegVlar, wave tests
demorist~atl;'d a~~urate motio~ p.red.1ct~onl· ~i~h'-bes( results achiev~d' for
[(smooth 'sf~ed ~~dfes "unde~gOfng ,sma"l,t amP.l1 tude mati.on. 'A.~cu·~a~!·: ~a:s
. l~w~~'f?r iow, frequency surg_e and. heave r.esonance...results·" an~ .generally'
f~~ 'b~d1e5 '~ft.~.. ste~pl.(S~OPing-,s1d~S •.
·lrr.egUlar·'te~~t·s wer~' perfo~ed 'to"demo.~·~.~~ate. t.he ,,'biljt;:to preaict..
m~t16n".1n· an '~rregular,~eaway. ~t,w;~" ~e'eh that by. c?mbi"riillg r~spons~ ..:
ampl ftude operators' (AAO; s), w.ftll wave spec~ra. response spectrij for·
'1;'dtv'1du~r bo'dies' COlJid be predj~te'd·:. The' predicted. s~.ectra generate.d .,
,.',us11l9. ~~per1mellta'llY determ1ned·RAQ'S.'very 'ac~ura~lY m1'rro~edthe ~i1e~' _.--,-
genera~e-d by t~ansf9mi,1ng irregular-wave body response data to the . ~\f"quenC;·.d;m"n:.~ ;';d1ct'd ~p"t"';~'~';'d "'n,, :hOO"ti""Y '\.:,
de'termJ"ed'RAOts were'_tud,ili!d ,as .well. .~t was f~und that' 'the acc.uracy.
,~r' such spectra was· ,dT~ectlY tied 'to the ~ccuracy ~'f .the: associated.
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1.0' INTRODUCTION
Exploration and production activities related to offshore petro.1eum
·.disco.V~ri~~ ri~a.r the Grand Banks of Newfoundland'have 'led to muc/)
. ~Q~c:....n regarding the potential impact of ice masse~ wit'tl drlll1Wj rigs.)
production platforms, 'etc. Work is underway to determine thO=: loading on
~nd'defo'nnation of offs,hore structures in the.evert of. a ·colliSiort·~l. .,-
'.2",", Dynamic mOdels ha~e been develope.d to dete'r~fne the 'ext~n~ of
structural'damage' for d given set of Input condi.tlons (iceber;g.size.
f.sha~~·.,structura~ge?me~ry(1 The motion: o~ the ice ma:s .1s Ob~i~US.1Y:,~.
.. crHlcal varfable in th~ w~ole problem, and one~~~ch has ~qt been 'well
unders..tood.
Initially, iceberg.i·mpact velocities were,estimated us;" average;'d;ilt
'speeds calculated from hour1i.drilling ,rig' observations 13,~, 5).
Recently, however. the contribution 9f wave fO!ce1 to l~ber~ I~otion' has
been considered important, partfcu.larlY for smaller masses. Experimental-'
work by leJer. R~ime.r, a~.d Diemand (6) suggests' that the ve'oc1ties. of'
wave driven bergy pi ts ;md, grow~ers can substantiilll)' exceed ..thel ~
associat~d drif,t s~eeds:
Sen '(7) has developed a. computer program based on the' t;inglll~r1ty
distribution Ihethod for establishing mption- response of' bodf,e,$" having
. arbitrary shape in regular waves. The respons~ of the body fs bast!d 01'1
lineari~'po~~ntial floW" theO~1th tlie flow assumed lnvfscid. . ~"
irrotatlonal, ahd ... lncompr·esslble. The flow fieJ¢.ls then 'h~ruct~zed
by'a single-valued ~~l~t:;1ty po'te~tial composed of th~ j~cfden't ~~v~
. J .
.. ',:.' ...,:.
/\" ....
·2
pofent1al together with th~ diffraction potential produced by ,the
stationary body and six radhtlon potentfals arising from the ~ody's
. . ,
oscillatory motion about its equilibrium position. ~roper matching of
bo.undary 'conditions' leads to the calculatiOll of response amplitude for a
unl.t amplitude input wave.
I.T~~ founddtion of th~' three-dimens~singularity distribution method \
was ffr::st esta61fshed by K'lm (a) and later expanded and verified (9,
10, 11,·12, 13).
· .
Sen (7) ·has.de~nstrated the app1.ica~1ty of the program by performing
calculations"based on recta'nguh.r and cyl1ndricaj floating bodies ..
';~~a~f~O~ of his res~1ts with tho~e.~f other investigators (F~>l.tinse,n) .v_~
. ' , " .
• ~onflnns trye.·accUraCYOf the com~utations.·
".:10 handle th~ problem of. '\1dVe 'in~uced motion in an irregular sea, L~\,'er .
and Sen ."( ~4" ha'v~' cOm~:!..ne? the. respo~se' ,amPl'ltude' operators ,ca lcu1a·ted ........
by S.en's.. computer program ,(7) with a Jons~ap sea spectrum (15) using the
well establ1~hed procedures descr;ibed in (l6~. The.Jonswap spectrum was
chose1t ~s a reason'abte 'representation of a N~rth A:_la~tiC wave energy
d1-~tributiori. The ~rocedure followed by tever and Sen (14) '1n
detennin.fng the significant modons of ice masses wfth known RAO's in
part1c~lar sea co.nditions ts '~iven In- (16). T~e'square of the ,response
. . to a.. U~lt regu'lar wave:is multiplied by the wave energy' at tDe, ./'.
· cor~~~pon.ding freq~e~cy.' _The .resp~nse spectrum fO'lined by r;peating this
procedure over 41 ~ frequenci:s is then integrated. Cnaracteristi c .motion
val~~s. sw;'~ as .S(gnif.i.cant'(ave~age ~f ~ighest 1/3) amplitUde may' be
• obta1n.~d: from, the resultfng va"lue. assumin(,narrriw banijed spec~ra.
( .
'~' " ""',::',
The accuracy of r.esults obtained from such a theory 15 governed by several
items. The assumptions made in thf application of 11near-:~tent1aJ Jlow
th~ory are: (i)'viscous effects are negl.lgible; (11) incident wave
steepness is small; and, ~H1) body mo,t.1on is small. One purpose of th15
res~arch is to determine how accurately the regular Wilve '"0:10n of small
ice'masses can be predicted .by the theory.
The influence of fluid viscosity on wave-induced lee motion may ~e broken
down conceptua 11y int0,regfons based on wavel ength (~}/body size rilll':
It can be shown tha.t this ratio.1s equ!valent to .froud: number, It 1s
.... expecte·d that for small val~es of the ratio'(VLc:<5.0). the ratio 'of
, - -
waveheiQht: bo~y ..characteristic length l'Iill also, be small, since wave'
steepness is practicall.y constrai-ned to a relattvely narrow raqge.
Hngram (,17) poi~ts ;ut that .form dra.~·.forces a.r.erelated to,th'e .
occurrence of fl~w separation.during motion. for small.values of },/Lc
there. will be insufficient time for vortices to~rm prior to flow
reversa 1, and form drag' for)~s'will" not present ~. l'ar.ge. probl em. .F~r
small bodies' (},lLc>12L relative lce/fluid motion ~ill be small as
!!'Otion approaches that of a par'tic·le. and vis,cousl forces' wi"1 not
significantly affect ice behaviour' (6). Between these two regimes
v15cous eff~cts may result..kl prediction ·prpblems. It.is noted that
irregular seas contain all wav(fre.quencies sb that in ,such seas. the
influence 0: flUid visco~ity o~ wal~e induced motion is ul!clea:..
As' wave steepness and a~pl.~tude of bOdim~tl!on are varied .. il ra'nge Of',
discrepanci~S In 'theoretica1/expe~1mental body motion will exist.
Steeper l"ilVe,S have. associated nonlinear effe;cts W~i.Ch wi11- tend fo..
-produce motions not accuriite,ly preqicted by the linear theory_
.'., ......
, .
A convenient measure ,~f _st~ep~ess !s HlA, Hand ,\ ~ei ng wave ~~f9ht' and
wavelength respe~i-ve-ly. The entirlL.t~eOr! fs foundell oTJ the ...
approximation 'that H/.l, <.< I, such that. any parameter having a magni~ude­
of the O:der (HO)", "f2 is smaTJ enough to be ne,~·lig~ble·. This
approximatfon, in turn, .allows. a convenient simpli\f~cation - the
dynamics of 'flUid ~otion are .catc'l{l~ted assuming the~free surface (je.
the wave proff1e~ to be the undisturbed (ie. mean) water surface. As ·H/,\.
' ...
':",', .
..:' 4
~., ' .....
."
.
In addition to_the effects of .wave steepness, body motion amplitude
(~elative to berg ·~.ize), and viscosity, t~,shape of the icebergs is
thoug'ht ·to_af.fect prediction ability. ~harply cornered icebergs wil]
.tend ~o'induce vort,x formation ~u.rlng motion. This will lead t'o
·SimlJarly, large motio,n of the body ~untradicts the' condition implied in
incr~ases. ·t~e a~sump'tion of "smallness of steepness" is violateq ani:! ,
'the accuracy expected using ,inear the~ry is reduced.
"..
:.....,,-,~ the linear theory wherein the radiation potentials are calculated for
sma·l1 ~ti,on.~~ar<the eq~l1ibrium ~o.sHion, ,The most ~mpo~ta:n(
implicatioii of this a'ssumpt~_on i.s .thot the wetted surface of the .body is
~reated as a fixed qtian~ity,.~'equalling'that of a ni'ean wetted surface. As.
"" body ~.tlon becomes larger, ch'a~ges_ in 'i·mtted surf-;ce-becom~:more'
pronounced and, 'prediction using lin.ear theory,.is l~ss atcurate. This.
~ffeC~~~~ll be part1cu-lar-ly significant near regions of reso~~..•. :....! .
/
:.;..:....,;.'
, •• $ #
difficult to p~dict viscous effects;, causing ~rrors in prediction.. In,
addition, steep.ly ~lop1ng s1,des, such IS those otiserved on icebergs
having consider~bie unde:-water -raIllS·, lead to drastic changes tn
waterplane area as the body oscfllatet, again rltduc'1ng prediction ability
~u-th-15 15' not incorporated in th~ linear theory.
\
. A fur;ther purpose of the research is to detenn1ne whet~.~r differe ...ces 1n
the RAO's pre'dict~rtiy' Sen's pr1>gru and ~hose measure';j p.lfp~rlmentally
. .
lead to large errors i~ significant !OOtion. in Irregular waves as
determined by. lever and ;en's procedure (l4). The effect 'cif.'·errors In.·· ""\.
. the prediction of n:gular wav~_indu_ced .'lftion ~n ~on:spondlng irregular
wave prediction. as represent~d by a lumped parameter SUCh. as sighi.Hcant
motion, 15 studted: Also, icebel'qs exhib'lt' considerable non-linear
~~i·~.~r:, such as ·bP.dy ..,sUbmerg~n~e·:~nd·lar!le excurs,fon.s .?Om eClU~ll·bri.·um ..
Pos~t10!l,~~u~..1ng. ~av~ excitation.~. The ab.flity to' us~ linear superposition
1~ spite of thf~ fact 11'111 be studied•
. In order· to Illeet the ob.tect1ves set forth a serfes -of wave tank
exp~rtlllents have been perfol"llled. ~·F1rstlY. a series of regular w~ye
exp~r1ments have been ~arr1ed 'Out to determ'1'ne the degre~ to which'
measured RAO's dfffer fr:OIlI those 'predlcte<:,by l.inear theOry.: Varla.bles
in the r.egular .waves portion 1nclude frequency! wave steepness,' and berg ;.
s.fZ~ and s,hape. Secondly, a se~ies of Irregular wave,exper1ments were
included. The degree to which RAO discrepancfes lead to err.ors ·in
signffcant motion pr.ed1ct1on was s~ud1ed here .
..~.
,.. ,
\.
.....•..•..
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2.0 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
z.,i Ice'Models lind Waves 0
,l.
.t>1. • Time
V'· .Velocity
ls,· lm/lp
Vm/Vp. (ls)i
Tm/Tp. {LS)i'
·fm/fp • (lfls)l
.. '; \
where: ls ···lfnear model scale
/ .-
The exp~rime!lts were carried out fn two major groups: regular waves and
fr:.eguJ~r seas: Table 1 shows the wave characterfstfc~ associated with ..,.
the ,regular wave experiments. The waves' chosen reflect ones tYP1~al1y
encountered ,on the Grand Ba'nks of Newfoundland. and th.e water depth is
similar to .t'hat locatfon as well. Art 9bject. such,as an~~eb}rg. while
mo~fng tht'oug~ an Incompressfble fluid may be expected to experience
forces resulting fr.om gravity. iTlert1a •. ~\d JiscOSfty. In order to '
_~ co,:~tctlY model such' a.~~~tem. eqUal1ty?ff~ude ~nd ReY"nold~ n!Jmber~ is·
re~~1i·~d;. However.• : ff the 'flu'ids used' are ·the 'sJlrne f'n model arld
p~ototy~e. 'equal f.ty oi both: numbers :is'.imp~sSible; ~ro"iide, number
represents the r.at'fo o~ in'erti~~-r to gravft'at{on';; forces; and .fn cases
whe~e s~rface ~aves "are cons1de'red to -be .t~~· pre"dom~n~nt d·riV1n~.
mec'hanism, such 'a~ the prese~t ca~e.\his rftJmber' is··.~sed :as the scaiing
lIl.w. Fro~ud\an Scaling laws are as ~ol1ows:
TABLE!
REGlII.AllWAYEEXPERIM£HTS
MODEL fES"T FREQUEHCY(HZ) IIAYELEHGTM(M) WAV£HElGHT(CM)ST[EPHESS
SXAlLCU8E OS57A60 .557 '.9 7.94 62
0697A60 .697 3.2 5.74
"0836A60 .836 2.2 4.49 490104A60 1.040 1.4 2.73 51
0119A60 1,190 1.1 !.-89
"I1EDIUMCUBE HS57A60 .557 '.9 6." 74
HS57A50 .557 '.9 9.07
"HS57A4Q .557 '.9 10.37 4)'H697A60 '.697 3.2 4.30 74
14697-'50 .697 3.2 5.61 57
M697A40 .697 3.2 7.00 ..
M836A60 .836 2.1 5.10 43
I W336A50 .836 '11:.2 4.83 ..
M83'6A40 .836 2.1 6... ,.
"104A60 \.040 I.' 4.30 3311104A50 1.040 -t.4 ,2.79 50
"104A40 t.040 I.' 3.30 42
"119A60 1.190 \.1 1.83
."11119A50 1.190 1.1 '2.10
."11119A40 1.190 '1.1 2.50 "44 ~
11\19A20 1.190 1.1 '5.41 10
lARGECUB£ l557A40 .557 '.9 10.10 49,j L697A60 .697 3.2 6.25 51l836A60. .836 2.2., 4,62 ..
l836A40' .836 2.2 5.80
."ll04A60 1.040 1,4 2.24 63
1l0U40 1.040 I.' 2.90 ..
1119A60 1:,90 'I.I 2.54 .43
L119A~0 1.190 I., 3.54 31
•
"
CYL'INDEII. C5571.60 .557 '.9 7.35
C557A40 .557 '.9 11.30 43
• C697A60 ~697 3.2 5.51 58
C697.«0 .697 3.2 8.35 3.
C836A60 . .836 2.2 3.30
"C83.6A40 .836 >.2 6.97 32(;104A60 1.040 I.' 2.58 ,.
Cl04A4,0 ;1.040 I.' 3,70
". C119A60 1.190 1.1 1.10
65
CmAto 1.190 1.1 3.11 35 "'I
TRAPE-ZOID <7551A60 /.557 '.9 6.30
T557A40 .557 4.9. 11.00
1691A60 .697 3:2 "531697'«0 .697 3.2 1.83
T8*A&0 .836 .2.2 3.83
1836A40 .836 2.2 5.65
1104A60 1.040 I.' 2.3011041.40 1.040_ I.' J.611119-'60 '1.190 1.\ 2.15
1119A40 1"90 i,1 2.40
SPHERE $557,1.60 :557 '.9
S697A60 .697 3.2
5836"60- .8J6 2.2
5104"60 1.040 1.4
S119A60 1.190 1.1·
f" frequency
m, p Ii mod~l. prototype.
Figures 1-4, show t~e. mo~el icebergs used in. th: elCperiment. The three
cUbes:~~resent 'full 's'cale "ceber!Js having "~llsses -of 1500._ 12100;' -ari~
, 43.100 ton-nes: They were, chosen. to 1:vest1g~'te the _effec~. of.viscosfty
On motfon predf~~1~n. For example.' the-~ubes" ratio of ~ha'racterfst1c
: . - .
. The-test tdentH1ers shown 1nTable 1 indicate several items. For
exa~ple" test.M~57A60. fndic~tes -th~ medium ~Ube -(M). Wi~h ,mo~e1 sea J~
waye fr.equency-of .557 Hz. and' a target wave ste!!p'!ess' of 60':'1. The
¥tua I steepnesse~ 'measured have been fm:ludesl,.
-. -.,
The sea1\ing facto/Chosen was 70:1. •
Water .depth in :~he tan,k was I.a·metres! :orrespond1ngrt; a prototype
depth of 1.26 metres._ The wJe periods 1n ful) scale/ranged from) to 15 '. ,
seconds. The model p~ds corresponding t~ the -ilforement1oned waves
";ange _~rom ~837 to .1. 793· ~econds. 1;•..!~quenc:1es from'. ~'57' HZ· to. 1.19
'Hz. The wavelengths were detenn~~ US_in~ the ro11owin9 equatfon,
dedved 'for hnear'waves 'n ffnfte water depth. •
L"gT'/2" tanh[2" '~/l-]
....
~ " water depth.
.g " acse.1era~1~n aue to .gravity
T ," -~i!~e '.per.iod
•..
.,
CUSE (3 SIZES)
Lc
MODEL L.EN. (cm~ MASS(kg) CHAR. WATERPl. RADI.US OF I
LENGT~(cm) AREA(cm2) GYRATION(clIl)
~. SMALL 17.5 4.5 24.7 306.3 ].1 ;
"-
MEDIUM 34.6 35.4 48.9 1197.2 14.0
21·2 ;...
\1.0
CYLINDER
I \1
---.(
Q.IAMETER(cm) HEIGHT{cm) MASS(kg) CHAR. WATERPl. .RADIUS OF
lENGTH(cm) AREA(Cm2). GYRATION{cm)
~ 48.5 19.8 30.9 48.5 1847.5 19.4
F.IGURE 2
..
TRAPEZQIO
~._ rLt-l .,1
H
, ---l
~I,
ltlOl) lblOl) Hlcmj MASSlkg) CHAR, WATp""' RAPIUS OF
lENGTH(ClII) ""EAI",2), ~YRAT.JON(C~l
1 ,g 65,5 20.0 'j2,3 48.4 .~ 171.3 15:9
'~,,' FIGURE 3
c'
.,
',."'
"'"
::j\:..-.. .::- :~ ..l'~' ~..~~., ,,, .
.'
SPH!oRE
l'
•
'.
DJAMETER(cm) 'MASS(kg) CHAR.' wATERPLANE RADIUS OF , . ~.-.
LENGTH(cm) AREA(C~2,) . GYRATION(cml .
...
3\.0 13.6 25.' 526.' . .10.5
FI~URE 4
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lengtll~ is 1:2:~ As may be seen tn Table 1,. the rat14f wavelength' ,to'
characteristic length for the small cUbe.in 1.1 metre wavelength 1s ,very
close to that f?r the med1J}m cube in 2.2 metre waves and tfl! large cUb~
in 3.2 mewe waves. Jhe~e cases ,are' essentially equJvalent '1n terms of
. ~.Froud1an Sc~l1n9 (e:<cepting di.screpan.dI!S arising.due to correct1o~S made
r.~~ account for electro~ics). However., Reynolds .numb~r is directly"
proportional to characteristic length, an,d, ~ince frictional forces are
directly related to ReynoldS'l'number," the effect of viscosity will ,differ
for these tests. The .discrepancy. in RAO values for tests stich as the}!!
cWil1 ~Yeal the relative i!JlPortance of ViSCOSity ...
.B!!:U
RArIO .OF WAVELENGTH:. BERG CHARACTERISTIC LENGTH
SHAPE"
CHARACTERISTIC
LENGTH .(m)
WAVELENGTH em)
1.100 1.47.9 2.229 3.171 4.700
r
if
--.,,-.,'
Small Cube .1732 6.351 8.251 12.87 18.31 27.14
Medium Cube . ¥.'
'Trapezoid .. 3386 '.W 4.220 6.583 9.365 13.BB
Cylfnder
. Large Cube .5138 2.141 2.781 4.338 . 6.172
'Sphere .2590 4.247 5.517 8.606· 12.243
J
./-':':,:." ..;.,.
,.;c..._.'
"01,'••
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The,,?edfum shed cube, along ~h t~e "cylfnder" and' "trapezoid" have the
, same characterfstfc. length (largest waterlfne dimension) and are within
13% of hivi~g the same ma~s. These mode.Js were chos~n to represent
partfcular cOllmonly observed Icebergs. The trapezo(d was chos~n to
represent icebergs having a-substantial underwater "ram". ih~ cylinder
was chosen to' represent smoother, older icebergs. The sphere.. is of •
constderably smaller mass an~ represents a ,small, smooth berg,)' bit.
BlIll.aStlng 0: tHfs..mOdel.l.s r~cjuired to p;ev,enf.. rOi~ng • .tnd the weight
added was accounted for fn~the 'theoretical calcu1ati • It was expected
. . - . I
/hat mCdels W1t.h·drastf,~al.1Y sloping sides, su~~ as the trapezofd'and .
~phere, w111:'~.hOW poorer matchlng than that 'obs"erve~ .with the ~Yl!n4er ~
and cubes'.
The models, we!"e made from paraffin wax having, a density of-870
kg/m3 , ',This value a,pproximates ,that of 1ceb'er~ 'fC~bllt- irnpurit-i,es
presei:'lt lead to the valtie~ measured and reported if!' figures 1-4.
The 1rregula'r sea e~~eri.ments were carried out using the same -models.
,. • The sma11 ,and mediuin cub~s could not be used in the ·frregula.r tests due
to model' 'rolling problems. Characterist'ics associated with the seas are
.. ,'" .' '. -" -" '.,
g.iven.ln Table'J'; As i~ the regular, wave tests, the test identifying
c~de is S.igntffcant~' For.~x,amPle~.test iIRH43 implies th~-cylinder 'Tc)
in an frre!)ular 'wave trafn having·t,a~get ~!1gnific~nt wave' height o'f :n.43
.. ", '.. ::'
c~ntfmetres. The~choice of s,ign1fi~ant sea ,heights was made baseCl on
leYer,~~d Sel'l's ,(1·V 'use of '2, 4. 6,8, and. 10 I1H!tr~ full scale sea
heights. ,D,1fflcult1'es wl~h high' 'f;equenty wa~e boartl movem.e~'fo.rced
t~e .ell.minatfon of. tests corresponi:l,lng to the two. lowest sea Hates, and
, •. \.:.:.;.....- c-" .•:,....
·' '. :"'f~
.'
....
,
"15·
•.
I.
t~ .
,
~~--~~~
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::: ~ ~.~ .. ~~~~
~c __
0 ~~~ C1.~ ~ Ii! ~- .~ Ii! ~i ;~~ - - -I ~
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I
the 6, 8, and 10 metre full SoWlle cases <;orrespond to' model Hs's of 8.57
.cm, 11.43 cm, and 14.29' em. As with lever and Sen (14), a few
simplifyfng assumptions were made to reduce the characterization of the
sea s,Prectrum to a single va"r1a~l:: significant wave height. The
relatlons,hf,ps used to generate the irregular sea w:re chosen to produce
waves expected 'to be cOllJllon in Canadian Atlantic waters, particularly
near the Grand Banks Jjf Newfoundland (15.). The relationship between. peak
period Tp and signif1cant\wave height Hs is 'as follows:
.Tp a 4.43 I'lsl
The peak enharlcement fuctor y was given ?J value of 2.2. The
rel.atfonshfp betwJen ·P~~k frequency fo an~k perf oil is:
fo .. '1/Tp
lhe's'pectrum is given by t~eqUati~n:
Sw{f) " A/f5 exp (_sif4) )'a
.where a ,= exp [_(f_fo)2/ (2a2f02)]
lJ • 0.07 .for f .s. fo
:J!'
o"O.Ogfor f> fo
A = 5 Hs2fo4/(l6 yl/3)
B=5 f0 4/4
2.2 Experime~tal Facility and Equipment
Tests were ca'rried out "at the: wave tank located in the fluids laboratory
at Me.mOrial (Figure·S). The tan~ has measurements of 58.27·m x 4.57 m x
. . .
3.04 m and is' constructed of reinfor!=ed" concrete. Waves are cre~ted b~
·.. ~"4
~:.-:
z x x x x x x x z z z, MEZZANINE FLOOR ~
IO.SOm
353m ~
54.74
SECTION A-A
Test Region
:::
/'
I'J jfm3.04m.L-....:- 1.83m mar..
/ 'I 457m I
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• .'.co ' SECTiON B-B
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the lIIO~f a piston type aluminum board. The board is driven by.an
H.T.S •. hydraulic ram. the IIOt1011 of which 15 controlle.d by a closed loci~
wave generator. The wave-generator sends a sfgnal to the ram,_ auslng
it t~ lllOye. The position of the board is llIeasured and an Indfca ton of
same '-5 relayed to the generator. The deflred and actual positl liS of
the board are compared and a slgna-1 is" sent to cOlllpensate for any
deviation. This corr~ct1ng procedure 15' a high spe~ process and
continuously during wave board operation. )
An energy absorbing beach Is located at the opposite end of the tank,
~.1!!-e_mafn dU~Y ~f "'thfch 1s to preve~t' the reflection of slgnif.ican.t \~aves
back toward the wave board. Murray and Muggeridge (.S) report reflection
coefficients less 'tha~ 101: for the' beach: ~he,re. reflectfon ~effic1E!nt is
def!ned as, the ratio of reflected wave helght~ il)cfdent ;!laVe height.
Further technfcal information concerning' the wave tank 15 seen in (IS).
Wave motion wa~ analysed with th!! aid of resfstance type ~ave probes.
,data obtained bf!ing stored on Hewl~tt Packard cartrf(\lles at a frequency
0" 10 Hz. Probe aceuracy was checked daily bj a' series of static tests.
Wave fnfonnation was gathered and plotted for each' test run, wf~h the
probes located near the ~enter of the test regfon (Ffgure 6).
The equfpment-used to provide motion information associated with the
, • - I •
moving ,bergs is known as the Selspot System. The system consists 'of two
cameras capable of sensfng the position of lnfrared light emitting
.diodes.-at·a frequ~ncy cyf 19.5, Hz. together with erectronics enabl1ng·the
transfonnatfon of .the sensed positions to a digital form. Software has
r-'--'
,I -.;j
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~ ~ r---...
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,
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~een developed to take the "raw digitized position fnfonnat1j lind stor~'
it on personal computer floppy disks. Once the data was stored on disks,
manipulation was handled by programs developed for a Personal Computer.
A sfx7degree of freedom time s~rfes was generated describing stfrge. sway,
heave, pitch, yaw, lind roll motions. Body motions are defined relative
to the direction of wave propagation. For example. surge motion is
parallel to the wave tank walls, with sway motion perpendicular to surge.
The sottwa're lola's set up to determine motions within this frame of
reference despite the inevitable yawing motion of the" bodies and
associated horizontal rotation of the LEOS. Additional programs have
been developed to furth~r manipulate the data and produce plots.
Problems previously encoun"tered due _t9 reflection of 1ignt fr~m the
water· surface have been averted',by' mounting the 'lEOs atop thin shafts of
, .\ .. .' .
wood fnsertl:"~ in the 1ceberg-~dtls. The. weight" and moment.ofiriertia
of the wood/bat~_erYlremote: LED controller were small compared to- ~hfse
~- of the ice models. ·For the sma]ler models (small cUb~. sphere) the
theoretical p~edict'ions accounted' for the equipment. 'The effect of the
additional weight and ll\OlIlent of inertia was checked for one of the
1arg~r models and found't9 be negligible and was therefore neglected-for
others.
A complete 'description Of. the Selspot S.vstem 15 ava11abl; 1n Reference f19) •.
'0,
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2.3 Confirmation Tests I
A '''''' of t"" w,,;';,n to con""" th' "'''"y of ;h' s,,,l,,on
measuring system. Inft.ially •.a series of stati~ tests. were run. The
LED's were mounted on a piece ,of wood which was plac~d on a lldder
supported by catwalks spanning the wave tank. Informat10." was gathered
to 1dentify the initial position of the wood. Next the· system was
translated and rotated by known amounts fn all six degrees of freedom and
more data was gathered to define the new position. Resu.lts of the static
~ests are shown in Table 4.
It sh.o,uld be' ~ept in' mind that a graduated, ruler was used to ·give 'the s~sterlt.
its fn~tial sur~'~ and ~way',. so, th'at'hose results c~nnot be expected tll be, as
accur'~te as those, f~. which pre~1sely angled ~l~ckS produced .angu"a~..
rnovenymts:
Wfth this in mind the results of the confirmation tests 1"l!/Ic! to'the
conclusion that in most cases the system' fs accurate to withii, 51: •
. , .
, In. tder to ensure· that 'the system was functioning properly in terms of
tracking moving bodies'a dynamic test'~s conlIucted. This ~est ~onsfsted
of mounting, the prevf,2us1y de;scr1bed wood on iables I and su,Pporting it
in the v.1ewfngarea in the co:nf~gurat10n'of al .sfmp·le,;pendulum. The'
mass of the" board and electr~n~cs was measu~ed as ~. 752. kg. 'and the
length ",~f the cable was 1.21 ;m~tres. For a simple pend~lum. (small
ocsllla~fons) ttte p,erfod of qscl1.laSion is
T a 211 (l/g)!
,-2:1--' (1.21/9.81)j l.21·seconds.
. ..~.
·x
"." '\
.':"
y-.
ACTUAL MEASUREMENT . MEASURED MOVEMENT IERROR
. ..,.
- IS" Roll
··15° Pitch
l~ Plt~h
_15 0 Yaw
10 em Surge
_10' em SurgE!
~5 'em Sway
5 em Sw~y.
4.5 em Heave
8.5 em Heave
r
-14.98
-14.72
14.29
13.94
"-15.15
-14.1$
13.64 .
14.14
-15.51
-14.97
14.99
1~.40·
10.97
9.93
-8~94..
-':4.71
-4.81
5.67
"4.57
8.57
0.12
1.87
4.71
7.07
1.02
5.44
9.015.n
3.41
0.20
0.04·
2.67
9.7.3 .
0.79
10.53
5.77
3;80 '
13.54
1.69
0.82
."
The syst~ was given an initial surge amplitude.of apP~Oxfmately 10
centimetres .. During the test it was observed 'that surge motion
decreased," sway motion gradually increased, an~ the ,system rohted
about a /tertfcal axis. The results of the dynamic test h<'Jve been
plotted an}are shown in- Figures 7 a.ad 8.
It$iS note"d that: _period ~f oscfTlatfon"15 measu'red .to be 2.1. seconds~
slfrg~ a.;"d pitch amplitudes decrease with time; sway and r01.' amplitudes
increase· with time. a gradual rotation about the' z (vertfc~1) exts is
noted. In genera'..... the pJotte"d ;esults -correspon~ 't~what was observed
dul"1ng the test.
~
The staffc and dynamic t!!sts have sh~~n that the'Selspot sy5tem'a~ set
'up can be' reJ1ed u'pon to measure motfon accura~elY:
2.4, Methodo]ooy
The analysis of the re90,la~ waves portion of the experiment was
,relatively straight-forward, Sen',s .program was run (or all mOd~1s
consldered. It has been shown (7) that improved results may be obtillned
~the program as a larger number of pan':.ls are used to d1scretlze the
bpdy. Sen (7) reports that 48 panels are sufficient to obtain accurate
results for a f-loating -box. In 'th"1s wo;k at J(!ast 80 panels have been
used to describe the models .. The program. provide.d RAO's for th.e models
as a function of wave frequency. Iceberg motlon informatto~ measured
dur-fng "~he regular wave tests was' ~o.mpared wfth wave data,to provide RAO
points. Motion values were tak~n by IIveraging several cyc}e~ of respons_t!,
•24
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data. Even In cases where some residual wave action ~as -evident it was
found that the standard deviation of a series of regular ~ave-reSUT'ts was
1n the order of ~ few millimetres. After each series ·of wave fr~uency
tests had been completed. RAO versus frequency curves were plotted and
compared to those generated .theoreticiI,lly, To eV~luate the re,lative
perfomance of different bodies an error indicator has been defined 'as
follows: Error'" «Experimental resul't - theOretical result)/theoretl!::al
I"esult) It 100.0. Comparison of the average error for all tests on th~
models Is then helpful in analysis. Unfortunately. the stl!epness range
"
was restrfcted ~o.40:1 - 60:1. as tl:le berg models, tend'ed to roJ1 1n I
steeper waves.
'"The. irregular wav~ e?,peri~en~s involred somewhat more analysiS to provide.
informative -resu.lts. The Jonswap'sp~ctrGin served as the basis for
I
irregular wave generation. The spectr~m 'was transformed to the time
dom~fn and the corresponding signal was s.ent to ~~~~e board. Because
of the rather small she of the \tiewing area available using the selspot
system it was necessary to carry out the irregular s'ea tests' in segments.
4
The total pme period associa~ed with each spectrwn was 64 seconds. but
the bergs tYP·i.cally passed··through the viewing area 1." 10-15 seconds. As
a result the w~ves wer;,. sent in four s~1xteen second segments w!th the.
"wave board paused in between. A· signal was sent to the control room when
the first wave hit a model b~rg so as /-0 coordinate wave/response data
sets •.
,/
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The raw results of these procedures were two sets of time series: tht'!
wave amplitude measured by the .wave probe. and the model response
. .
measured by the Selspot system. To evaluate lever and Sen's pr~edure
it" was ~ssary to. transfonn both these time series to the frequency
~omain. 1'I\1's was' ~ccompliShed using an' algorithm based on material 1n
~efer~nce'l"J20). Ttle Fourier points may be calculated using the following
equation:
a
o
= x
a
o
/ 2 It t_~t ')lefN
• ap .. 2[ tXt cos(21f pt/N)]/N ~"1, 2 ... NI2.-1
b'p" 2[ tXt $io(211" pt!N)]/N
where' N It ,number of timeseries points
xt =' a~plftude o,f tth time pt.
. ap' bp .= re~l and fmaginary values of the Fourier fransform:
The data was then transformed fnto a magnitude density spectrum using
~the following',equation:
S{f) " a 2+b 2
,f
where M" fre.quency increment. '
" ". \The result of this procedure was a wave spectrum (examples shown together
with target Jonswap spectra in Ffgures (9-12')) as well as.~ res~~ns_e
spectrum .:or each~ irre9ular test .. R~sults were considered for heave as
well as surge mo'tian. ·lever and Sen's method. as described earlier;
involves the combinJng of wave spectra with RAO's to produce response
.. .. !
...
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spectra. To ~aluHe this Il'Iethod. then, the wave spe~lra generated here'
were combined wjth both ,the theoretical RAO's generated by Sen's
pr-ogram, a~d the exper~mentally determined RAO's to prOduce two
. pred1cted response speCtra. These spectra we,:e .cOmpared wfth the
response spect~a determined by transforming the Selspot IlOdel response
lillie serles. In ·cOIlpa.r'ng the. spectra, shape~ peak location, and peak .J
llil9J11tude were considered. Although varying slightly for (he different,.,.
test runs I approximately 780 data points were used to, generate spectra
having· frequency resolutiOn of 0.03 Hz. No spectral smoothing was
.~
carried out: A1SO,.sfnce the systbl noted 'the initial' pos.ition of the
body and reportedmot1ons ~1tti respect to 'it, no s ignif1canf mean. value
. was present in the.data. Since the sampling rate 'was 19.5 Hz, the
-Nyqu.lst frequency was 9.75 Hz, an' order_of magnitude higher than the'
expected peak frequencies. As a res41.t of thfs, aliasing. or the,
i.na·blli-ty to d1st1nguis~ frequencies higher than the Nyquist frequency
frOlll lower ones, should not be a problem. The repeated matching of the
tanJet a~d actual peak frequencies co~firms good spectral stability.
;:-(nally, all spectra were integrated and the signf;cant motions
dete1'llli~d in order .to discover whether spectral discrepancies Yed .to
large errors in predicting characteristic motions.
It was expected that the pr~dicted spectra formed using measured RAO's
woul,d match well'with ~he 'actual ones, the~ebY confirming the use of the
linear superposition. The compa;ison of the actual spectra with the
: . • I I . -JII'!
p,redlcted ones generated using theoretical RM's was inclUded to discover
to what extent. discrepancies in RAO's affect irregular sea predictions.i .
•
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3.0 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
In this section a discussion of the results' 0: the test program will b~____
presented. Firstly, the regular waves fortior) 101111 be considered ..
particuli1rattention.wil1beghentoL,ndsnotedregardingrelathe
accuracy of experimental results compared to ,theoretical prediction as
51;:e and shape of b~ model and wav~ steepness are varied. Secqndl>,>
"} the irregular sea portion at: the experiment is discussed, with an eye to
the ability of theoretical predictions tOCh exper..tme~tal results, in
terms of predicted.andexperirnental respo.pectra. Asu"",aryof
regular wave results appears in Appendix 1. Timeserles of berg response
and wave amplitude appear In Appendfr.es 2 and J, respectively.
",3.1 Regular Waves
\ .~
3.1.1 Surge Results
3.1.1.1 Small Cube
A plot showing the values of surge Response Ampl itude Operator
(AAO) for the small. cube versus regular wav~ frequency. is given
in Figure (13). It is noteq. that a substantial peak.occurs in
the theoretical response plot at the frequency valu~ 0.697 Hz.
The existl;!nce of such a predicted peak is ,fairly corrmon and may
be linlc.ed to the predicted pitch response at the same frequency
(see Fi9ure- (14)). Th~":requency location of a peak in a surgl:
RAO cu\ve will coincide with the lo~,ion of pitch re~onanl;e
\>Ihene'ler the body rotates 'abou~ a .point other thiln the bodY'5
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center' of gravity (eG.). All motions (both predicted and
measure,g) haye ·!en determined here for the eG .. so that if, as"
15 assumed in linear diffraction theory, pitch motion O4icurs
about the centroid of the waterplane. pitch resonance and surge
peaks ~1 cbiocide. ~he experimental results, howeve:; 'did
notre~thepeak.WiththeSUrgeYalUeSS.hoW;ngagradUal
climb from hf~ frequency to low frequen~y waves. That. is, ...
actual ro'tatfon occurs abort a point closer to the eG. For a
large portion of the frequency range it was seerLthat the
"theory underpredicted the experimen'tal values.
3.1.1.2 Medium Cu'e
Sixteen tests were run using. this model, as it was -chosen to
'-. '
form the basis 0,' the Wdve steepness study. Surge RAO's for
this model are shown in Figure (15). For the high frequency
ra~ge of tests, the ~teep'er waves. (40:1, 50:,1), as expected.
led to poorer matching of experlment~l data to theoretical
prediction, with larger surge response in steeper waves. This
is caused by a 'breakdown in linear theory with increasingly
. . . .
steep waves. In the lower frequency range, the .trend for
increasing 'steepne'ss was not,as clearly demonstrated. Problems
with model rolling prevented the use of waves having, steepness
greater than 40:1.
Another interesting trend may be seen in these tests. The
the~ry ma'tches the experiment. ~ore 'closel; 'tn ~~e high
freque~cy regfon than at low frequenc'ies. 'This may ~e
e,xplalned 11'1 ~erms of motion ampl itude. .tn t~e higher
I'
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freque~cy cases •.absQlute surge amplitude is in the·orqer of 5~
of the lengtl:l of the model. In tl\"e lO,wer frequency area,
motion 1s of the order of 18t; of cube length. One of the
assumptions of "the 1in,ear theo~ used to predict the motion was
that motton amplitude would be small. As the overall value of
amplitUde becomes greater, the ltnear theory can be less
. '
expecte,d to mirror experimental results. This trend can be
clearly seen in this series of tests. A," alternative
explanation for this behavior lies in,t,he fact that tpe higher
frequency waves (lower waYei~n9th ,().)/lc) would result 1n a
lower VlSCOSity induced error <'17).
The ave;rage discrepucy {((exper1men:tal - theoretical)
/theoretical) x 100) for'the 'surge results 9f 60:1 tests on the
medium cUge (37.4t) was considerably less than for that ·of the
small·cube (99.61). ;his coula be explained usIng the same
logic as in the previous paragraph. That Is, average mot10n
ampl.itude relative to model size is much greater in the small
cube tests, therefore, theory is expected to be less accurate.
Additiol)ally, errors due to viscous'effects are expected to be
greater for the smaller cu~e, contributing to the larger
average discrepancy. This may be demonstrated by noting that
Reyno'ld's number is directly tied to berg size, with re.la.tlve
viscous force magnitudes greater for smaller objects. Since /
. ./'
the theory assumes fnv1scid conditions, e"rrors are expe~t;<!---to -"
be larger for the small cube.'
;'J' '
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It Is observed here, as in those tests 'for the small ~'Cube.
that In ~he majority of cases the theory underpredfcts the
exp~rfmental amplitude. It 1s noted that no,peaks occured in
the predicted surg'l! RAO curves. as pitch resonance lies
outsfd~ the test frequency range (Figure 16).
3.1.1.3 Large Cube
,;The average ~.lscrepancy in the surge results for the 60':1
tes:s U,5;09 this model w"as J6..G~lY",1~9htlY lower than for
those using the medium CUb~, but cons~ra~lY lo~er than Jor
the small cube.
In every ea,Sl!, for ~his model the theoreii~al results
underpred1cted '~he 'experimental va 1ues (see Fi'gure "( 17)).
Tests at df.fferent steepnesses were carried out at only three
frequencies and there was no noticeable trend with respect to
the relative ',magnitudes of discrepancy.
As in "the cases "of .the other cubiC models, it was 'again noted
that theoretical results ~tCh~d experimental ones m~re
~losely at higher frequencies than at 'lower v,!-lues.
The model'cubes provide some interesting results in term(Of
the effects, of viscosity and body -mo'tion amplitude on
prediction ability. The ra~;o of the lengths of the three
cubes is very close to 1:2:3. Tests have b~en run at
,-; ..
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."el"gths \' m. 2.2 m. antj'.2 m. ,.r close i ""J.
Tnese tests, tn terms of Froudian scaling •.are slmilar.
However, ReynO\d'S num~er increased with berg Size,' It may be
assumed, then, that any diffeT\nces in the relative
o
discrepancies for these tests were caused by differing viscous
effects •. The surge discrepancies for the three tests (small
cube - l.lm, medium cube - 2.2m, large cube - 3.2m) are 79'-',
24~. and 32%. This 1s generally as would be expec~ed. since
the smaHest cube would be 'tllpected to have the largest
viscosity - lnduc~d error. Another series of tests Wefl! run at
wavelengths of 1'.4 m, 3,.2 m, and' 4~ m, again close· to 1:2:3. <
The sur.s!! discrepancies for these" tests were lOB;, ~J:;. and
-59%. 'Th~ tre~d for this series is s"lml1ar to_the prev~ous one,
indicating tha. v~scos\ty may be a ~st!lni fica~ar~Je in
terms of surge motion.
. .
The ratios of sur~e motion: particle motton (as, indica.ted by
wave height) haVe" been plotted against .non-dlmens·lonal
wavelength (Figure 25). This plot ~rrlY shows the three
regimes of motion· (non-par,tic1e-l ike (waveleng~h (A)/lc<5),
transiti9n (5< ;"/Lc~12), and particle-like (AAk>12»)
described by lever et 011 (6). It has been ~o tulated that if
viscosity ;s to lead to' a prob\em it will d so in the
transition range between·non-particle. and p rttcle motion. ,In
Figure 26 the ratio of experimental to predic ed RAO has been
plotted against non-d1mens';onal wav,elength. here is a genl!r~'l
trend for theory to unde.rp.red1ct surge mot.ion, '1n the transition
regime.
•
()
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The effect of body motion. amplitude may be seen 1n Figure 27",
Here the ratio experimental/theoretical RAO has been plotted
~9ainst non·d1mensional motion amplitude. There is a trend
away from the value ~f 1 as m2Jfo~ amplitude increases-, as
would be expected sfnce the linear the"ory assumes small
amplitude motion. Unfortunately,' the effects of
. ,
non-d1mensional.wavelenqth and ~otion 'amp 1 Hude cannot be
separated c~m~letelYI since 1argw- motions occur for la~ger
>../Lc •
. 3.1.1.~ C11i_"der
The cyjlndrical mode·], having similar characteristic length.
a~d m~'ss as th~ mediuin'cube, may be used together 'Wl\h the
trapezoid· and'-sphere to provide a basis for the study fJf the
effect of shape on the ability to predict berg motion.
. -"
The· average discr~pancy for surge results at steePlless 60:1'
(22.5%) was .approximately 40%.less than for. corre.sponding tests
on. the medium ,cube .. 'This ma~ be explained by noti.pg that
dur-ing the experimental runs, all-the mode.ls experienced some
• ;aw ~otion" 'Since the theoretical p~edictions assume no ~uch_
motio,n •. this 'ead~, .to an error in cube surge mtion prediction,
as the wave ·fro'nt 1mpinges 01\. a body whose 'geOOletry varies with'
. .
time. However, in the·case.of 'the cylinder, th'is yaw~1ng ~oti~~
would introduce no error, as no 'change in geometry is, prod,uced .
by motion about the vel'tical axis_
\
J9
Expe.riments lwere run at two different s~eepnesses fj this
model. Ov~all. there was no significant differenc, In the
average dis'crepancies for tile ;two steepnesses (see Figure
(1911.
~t is again observed that the theoretical results match the
experimental data more closely for the higher frequency range,
and in the great majority\of cases, surge me.tian is
/"' underpredicted by the theory. It is encourag1ng'to nate "that
a theoretically predicted peak in the RAO curve at 0.836 Hz is
confinned by the 60:1 experimentaj:.rettlt", This peilk IS·
related to II peak in pitch respon~e '("fgur~ (20)) at the same·
. .
.frequency. The ~r!le p'eak did not occur in the 40:1 tests,
and tllis is due to the lack of pitch reson~nce durin.g. this te,st
·run. Resonance 1S a sensitive phenomena and is apparently
influenced by wave steepness.
-3.1.1.5 Trapezoid
This model, Ilaving.simllar size and characteristic -length ol!>
, .
t.he cylinder and medium cube, pro~ides a good btl!>i!> for,the
study of shape e'ff~t.
The average discrepancy' 1n surge RAO for trapezoid tests run at
(60:1) steepness (72i6%) Is approximateb 90% greater than, for ,
the medium cube and 220% greater than for the cyl1ndt!r~ The'
generally poor matching observed using thiS., mod,el {see,Figure
(21) may be explained by comparing its geometr:y with those of
....
\
3.1.1.6
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the cyl1nder and cube. The sloping side~ of the trapezoid lead
to a drastic change in underwater YOlullll!land water-plane area as
the body undergoes changes in draft associated with its 110tloo.
These drastic changes are not accounted for in the liBear
theory. and as a resul t, calculations of added lUS5 and force
will not reflect experilllental .conditions. In addition,"
p~eJlct1on d1fficulties are expected wl~h this IIIOdel as yaw
motion occurs.
It 1$ noted that all experimental results tn th1s case were
underpredicted by the theory.
..
No tl:ends were eV1den~ in th1"5 test se~le~ ~ith respect to
wave steepness o~'low versus' hlgh frequency rehtive
dtsc~epanc1es.
An'observed peak in surge again was found to agree with the
, r"
exper111lental pitch resonance frequency. 'l'ith the peak being
lllOl"'e pronou~ced at the lower wave steepness.
(
~
Surge RAO values ftfl'" th~ sphere..are sh'own, in Figure (23). ':~his
model had a considerably lowe; mass a~d c~aracteristic length
than the other bodies used to stu~ shape effect.
Nevertheless, it is thought that results m1ghtrhelp to confirm
. Iconi:lus.~ regarding this effect.
,>~
-'-_.,...~'"
I.
·The lV~rage value of discrepanc In surge RAO is. much higher
(140;) than for any of the oth@r.bodies. This may be explained
in exactly the-same way as for the.trapezoid. That is, the
high degree of variability in undelllater geOOletry due to body
motion leads to large discrepancies between experllllent 'and
\ theorl. .
Underpredic.tion of"s'urge val,lIes was again noted in the tests
using this model. but no trend was observed relating
d1sc;re~ancy to frequency.
Pitch resonance was' not predicted for the sphere. but the
phenomena was obs~rved experimentally at .697 Hz. An
assoc.lated surge peak occured,at the same frequency. The
experimental pitch/resonance may have been caused by (
irreglllarfties 11'1 model shape associated. filth the moun~.i' ..
'" electronics or by oscillating moments induced ,.bY viscous she<1r '
forces. Neither of these 'effects are included in the
prediction technique .
.~,
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3.1.2 Heave Results
3.1.2.1 Small Cube
An approximation to the natural heaving frequency for «l Cub!!:
. can be detenllined as follows:
f "(M+Malx '.
Fg.Fb '" (M+Ma)x
?;gl?-Pw9,(.B75 1+x)12" (PiP+Marx~.
/ 'r
/
(
where Pi ",dsnsity of l,ce
P
w
" ~ensity of water
F' "gravitational force
,9 '"',
f b s buoY:lnt force
1 "length of any side'of cube
...
-.,...-,r-+------,--+--T
""
9 .. acceleration due to gravftr
x • displacement from' position of static equllbrlrn
M • mass of body
M
a
.. added mass assoefated with body
.f • frequency
t • time
assuming Ma .. 0.7 H ... 7PiP (fro"m linear theory of Sen)
P191J-Pw9 '.875.J+x)P. (1.7 P1 P )'x
dividing by Pw
Pi/Plot gP-glZ(.875 1+'1) .. 1.7 Pf/P", pi(
.875 gP'~.875 gP-glZx" 1.7(.875)13ii:
The natural freql!ency for the cube may then be dete~1ned
as follows:
r{." (."'051ll j
for the S~~.l cube. 1" .175 metres;
, tn., .9"02 sec· I •
It is noted tha~ this approximation neglects the elfect of
damping and the ~ependence of added ma.ss-.2ll.. frequenC/,-~._
• Thh re~onant frequency Is clearly shown by the theoret1ca.1
results- for the small cube.model (refer figure (28»). The
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e';perimental, results closely match theoretical values iH lower '"
frequencies where be!"g motion approaches that of a particle'
(fe. Heave/Wv Ht • 1.0). Hewever, there exists a wide
d.fsp/ll"fty in ttloSI! regions close to resonance. The
I!xperlmf;!ntal results show a peak. at " value of 0.836 Hz,
slightJy lo"';er than that predicted by theory. One explanation
1s that actual :dded mass In heave may be. greater than O.im.
It is not expected that experimental re5ul,ts and,predicted
values will closely mirror one anDthe~ In the resonance region,
since complete body 5ubmeI"9I!nce ....whfch was in. ract observed
during the experiment, C/lnnot be accounted for by linear
theory. In addition. the larg!! magnitude of body motion in t.he
resonance region contributes to poor experimental/theoretical
I m'atChil)!l' both,by violat1ng ·the- small motfon assumptlon and by
fncreasfng viscous damping.
;
'. ,
,It is intere'Sting to note that contrll:st1ng the surge results,
experimental heave values sh0'!t that the theory "overpredicts
the heave amplitude. It_ Is postulated that v1scous drag,
whfch Is' not cons~ered in"the theoretical calcUlation.
accOunts for tha experimental heave values belng cons1stently
lower. than thos!! predicted.
3.1.2.2 MediulII Cube
,oVa lues of RAO plotted a!la~st wave frequency are shown in
Figure (29). The average value of medium cube heavp. P.AO (...
. \ ~
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discrepancy for the 60:1 steepness waves (42::) Is greater than
the average for Jthe small cube (31,%)' ThIs 1s fnterestin~ ill
that It represents the reverse trend than was displayed by
sUl"'geresults.
The~natural fr~UenCY for thts cube may be approximated, as
before, as .70 Hz. This value is 'Very It-Ccurately lIIatched by
ex,\erlnental results. Howe...er, the values of the RAO's in
thi'\\freqUency region show much greater discre~ancy between
ttleory and experiment than at higher and low!!r frequency
values', Again, it is seen that linear theorts1gnlffcantly
overpredlctsresonantheaveamplftudes.
These results dfspla.r some interesting tr:ends with respect to
~ave steepness 'h~ well" At.non-resona.~ce frequencies, there
was no.sfgnfff'cant d1fference from steepest to shallowest wave.
'HOwever, the steeper. wave resul't~\ appear to more closely
approximate predicted values 1n t~e resonance range than do the
shallower·ones.
Two trends observed in the smfl1 cube results are repeated
using this model: heave mot.ion is tending to ~n RAO value of 1
for lower frequencfes, representing particle motion, and the
theory has consistently overpredicted experimental results.
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3.'1.2.3 Large Cube \
The average of the 60; 1 steepness_test heave RAO dlscr~Jancfes
for the large cube 087%) is greater again than fo~'.tlle medium
cube, continuing the trend observed between small and medium
cubes. However, this result_has been biassed by t~e high
fr9Cluency heave RAO results., large discrepancies were,
determined between the ~xpertmental and .theoretical reSUlts
using the method previously mentioned (: discrepancy·
[experimental·theoretical/theoretlcal] x 100). In fact,
,. however the absolute values were quite close to one another,
. ~ .
and the large value of discrepancy appel!lred as a result of the
relatt'vely small values o{ RAO (Refer 'FigUre (3D)) • • Neglect'ing
the large cube high frequency points, there seems to be only a
I
slight trend'1n heave results from the small to the medium and
large cube, with discrepancfesseen to gradually increase with
an increase in cube size.
There, was no trend with respect to \((Ive__~tee~ne~s effects' and
heave results for this model..
The natu,:aT frequency for this cube rna, be approximated as
0.56 Hz, and this value was observable both in ~heoretica'l
and eX~j~ental resu1ts._
S~vef'al trends previously noted were repf!ated for this model.
For most cases. the heave response was over-predicted by the
theory. Ma'tchinil was seen to be much bf!tter In regIons away
1
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from the natural frequency of the body than in areas near
resonance, where theory signiffcantly overpredi,cts heave
motion.
In the section discussing surge results two different cases of
similar (Froudian) tests were desc!1bed. It was shown that
surge discrepancies for the tests in question showed a
reducing trend for the small to large cubes. Th~ heave results
'of the same tests witl now be discussed. The heave
discrepancies for the first series were 46%, 60S: and I$.::. The
discrepancies for the second series were 94%, 262: and 3U.
There seems to be a similar trend here ...with d1s~repanc.r getting
smaller withfncreasing.rnodel size. Th'fs 1s as expected. si.nce
Increasing m...~del scale reduces the magnitl,lce of vise'ous forces
relative to inertial Ones. 'Sin~e 'the potential fl,ow theory,
used neg~ects..v1sc::o~ity entirely, predictions should improve
·with Increaslng .•':l "'le'
tSimilar plots have been generated for the cubes' heave resjJlts
as were done for" surge. ~ In Figure 34 the ratiW of. hea~e
motion: particfe moti~n has b~en plotted a;atnst non
d1mensfon~1 wavelength. Once aga1n\he regimes described by
lever et al '(6) are cle.srly ·shown. The natural freq~ency
(heave) for the cubes, if non-d.imens10~allzedas
wavelength/characteristic length, is 6.67, This value is
. accurately seen as a peak in the data '1n"Figure 34, For the'
:",-..>:.,,; :/:.
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region of non-dimensional wavelength 0-5, the motion 1s
clearly. non-particle like. For wavelengths greater than 10,
the motion is part1~le-Hke. In Figure 35 a measure of heave
error Is shown plotted against lion-dimensional wavelength. "
The high values shown at the low wavelength end Qf,the scale
reflect the very small high frequency heave motions for the
l~rge cube discussed prev1'ously~eglectlng these points, the
general trend seems to ~ valueJ el'ose to 1 for Experimental'
/Theoret1cal Heave RAO for values of Wavelength/lc less than 4
and greater than 8. with more ,discrepancy exlsting in the
transition region of 4-8. Th1s is as was upected, since, as
.. was discussed in the introduction, viscosIty w11'1 not be a
problem for large or small values of wavelength/le, but-may
lead to some dfffieu)ties in the mid-range region: The
'existeneeof a clear trend in heave results, whieh was not as
eVi~dent in the surge r~sult~. reads to,&e con'e1lJsion that.
visccisit! plays more of a role in heave prediction error than
in surge results.
In Fig~re 36 the same fnd1cator of prediction error has been
plotted against non·df~ional heave motion. In the surge
results there was a trend toward poorer prediction as the
amplitude of body motion 1ncreased •. but no 'suchtrend fs
evident in the heave results. As mentioned previous!y,
non-dimensional motion and wavelength are not entirely
independent paramete~s. Good agr,eement for large heave motion
·.is probably a result of such motion occurfng a,t large A/Lc;
.;r
3.1.2.4 Cylfnder
The average discrepancy In cylinder heave RAO values for 60:1
steepness tests (27%) was approximately 35% lower than that for
the medium sized cube. This improvement in prediction could be
due to the effect of yaw moti~n on the cube. Yaw motion
occured In just about all'test runs, but such motion would
introduce no discrepancy for this particular model (cyl inder),
\.
whereas chapges in underwater geometry relative to direction of
wave front movement may affect cube motion,
The resonant frequency, as predicted by Sen's theoretical
calcul.atlon, was accurately matched by the experimental
results {~efer Figure (3l)).
Matching was seen to be mU~h better in. the -l:-a.,nge away from 'the
resonant- frequency.,
In all' cases 'the experimental results were overpredicted by
• theory.
At lower frequencies the value of the RAO tended to 11 value of
"-No ·o,bservab.le trend ."as seen,."ith respect to wave steepness.
""','
3.1.2.5
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)
The average d1~crepancy for heave RAO for 60: 1 steepness tests
(1551:) for thts model...l'ias 4741: greater than ·for the cyl1nder
and 278% greater than for the medium cube. The reason for the
overall poor matching observed with this model can be traced to
its sloping sides.. As was described 1n the section discusslng
surge results, the underwater geo!Jletry of this model changes
much more significantly than does the geometry of the ey1loder
or the cube under the action of the osclllatory motfon. Ttle
restorfng forces Jfelt by this .model are thus highly non-lfnea·..
in nature and as a result motlon!s not expected to be .f
accurately predicted by the theory.
1':1 all but one of the frequencies tested, this model showed,
slightly b~tter m¥Ch~ng. for the sliallo~er t,han the steeper
- wave tests (Ref t? Figure (32»):
It is interesting to note tha·t, contrasting the previously
discussed models, in most frequency ranges for this m~del,
heave is underpredicted by theory. Again, this 1s probably
due to the nonlinearity introduced by the c.hanglng underwater
geometry.
L
3.1.2.p ~
The average discrepancy value for this model (2.381) was even
greater than for the trapezold.Howeve.r, this a.verage value
was based largely on a h19.h frequency p~fnt with a very low
.. ,....
)
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(
predicted heave value. Nevertheless·, this model showed
generally poor performance overall, failing to indicate the
predicted resonance 'region. In more frequency ranges than not,
theory underpredfcted the experimenta 1 val ues.
The generally poor matching observed using this model can be
explained in a similar manner as was the trapezoid. That Is,
large changes in underwater geometry ;;IS a function of body
motion lead to dff\fcult to account fOT non-linear restoring
forces. \ .
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3.2 Irregular Seas
In this portion of the experiment a comparison 1s made between
response'S1>e'ctra' of the "bergs as measured by the Sehpoh System,
and those detenillned by combining Response Amplitude Operators for
the· berg in question wfth th'e measured wave spectra. T~o different
. . ,
Mtheoretical" respon~e spectra ~ave been determined (or -each ·~est.
on4s!.ng the :theoretfcal RAO's determined using Sen's program, ,and _..
one uSf~he exper1m~ntal1Y :detel1ll11led RAO's ;rom the, regula.r wave
testV In this section t..hese two theoretical spectra will be
referred to J1s "predicted usl.ng calculated RAO's" and "predicted
u51ng experimental RAO's".
In.all c;ases the measured sea spectra have been used rather than
the target Jonswap spectra when generatfng predicted response
spectra. The ls~ue under study here fs how well the lfnear theory
can be used t~ predict ,motion in an irregular seaway, rather than
the ability of the expe"rimental equfpment to produc~ a target se'a
S"tate .
..
"1'2.1 Surg' Results
3.2~1..·1'. large"-Cu'be
The sl'rge' spt!ctra fo~ this particular model appear fn F1gures
(37.38). "In Figure (37) the spectra forsu·rge response for
"test lIR857"1~ shown. The spectra· show peah at~Ox.1matelY
I
.65 and .75 Hz as well as II low frequency peak 1n the .1 Hz
ti;.~··
'\
-,
." ~( •••• , >•• ', '.' ".,'
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region. It is interesting to note that the low frequency
peaks appeared (though with different magnitudes) fn both the
act.ual~S well as the predicted traces, so there ca~" be no
doubt about their existence. However, the expected peak period
for the associated wave spectrum was' 1. 30 second~. It is
expected that the great majority of response energy should be
I~ the .;75 Hz range, The low frequency' peaks are du'e to
relatively low amplitude, long period waves present in the tank
during the. test. The surge response of "a body ~o such a long
. . I
wave can be quite great, 'The result of this effect is.quite a
substantial low frequency peak in surge response, The r;latfve
size of the·peak in the spectrum detennined using the'
ellperimentally determined RAO's can be traced. to the slope of
the RAO curve in the low frequency regfon. The values of
response were Increasing at a rather large rate as frequency is
redu.ced. The pro~ure used for detennining the value of RAO
~.dethe test ran·g~.is ~ straight Hne elltrapolation. This,~
would lead to h1gh values at low frequency such as 1n the 0.10
Hz region, and consequently unrealistically high peaks. This
may be contrasted with the theor~tical1y determined RAO values,
which do not show such a large Increa~e with;lecreasing
freque,:,cy, and as a result thE!\peaks are not of such great
magnitude.
Several l!llamp.1es of the tar ~ Jonswllp spectra as well a,s the
associated measured 'wllve s ectr~ were shown in Figure, ,~~12.
It 'can.be clearly seen I these typical examples thllt' while
\'
" ~
.' ~. "il.,: ; .:~
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there is relatively little energy 1n this low frequency rang\!
compared to the .5·1.0' Hi range, there is sfgnfficantly'll1ore
. energy 1n ,'the mellSured versus the target jON~WAP spectra. This
conftnns that the low frequency peaks afe tlie result of
substantial surge response to_r~latfvely small amplitude waves
which are preferentfaJ.1y prese"-"t in the wave, tiKlk. As II res~lt
of this. further discussion in this s.eetfon will ~·e.cdnf1ned to
tnose 'frequencies ln, the range of significant JONSWAP wave
. .
energy and will tend to ignore the relative magnitude of low
,frequency peaks. In this way, the problem of extrapolating the" -..
j .RAO's beyond the regular w~ve frequency pofnts 1s also avoided.
There life three peaks 1n the actu! 1 response data. one at ..63
HZ, another ~t .75 Hz, an'd a t~~) '.a8.Hz. The 'first ~s
predicted "quite accurately by.the t~eory~ while the secon.d 1.s
• predicted but has a lower magnitude than actual.. The th~rd
peak is, ~red1cted by N1~ .theor~tical algorithms, but. its '
/Impl1tu~e. is not closely'miftched. The prediction of 'the .
frequency i~cat1on of the 'spectral pea,~s ts qufte encoura~ing.
..
The magnitude varfation between the t~ree sp'ectra may be traced
t~ t""'dfscrepancy between calculated a'nd ex per1me,ntall y
determfne~ RAO's. In Table (5) appear the v.lues of the
signtficant surge motion (peak'· peak) deterinfned' b~.
mul.tfplying th~ square root 0,' the' area under the, /Ipproprtate
"spectrum by II. factor of 4.0. In cas~s, wh~re unrealiSflCally
hfgh low frequency spectra 1p~aks existed, the low, frequency
,.
regions were not included in the integration procedure. For
this particular case the value of significant surge amplitude
predicted using ellperfmental RAO's.is 'within 19X of the actual
but the value determined u'slng calculated RAO's "15 only 651 as
large as the. actual.
In ~he frequen.cy ra.nge c.ont~1nfng the bulk of the response
energy, say 0.55 to ,1.0 .~.z. t~~ pre~fcted.surge RAO.a.verliges ;
70% of the experimental value (see Flgur,e 11;. The fact that
the predict~d s1gnif{cant surge !\'Iot1on is only 65: a5 large as
actual is thus essentially Que to the difference in RAO's 1n
the region of peak energy-, The predicted response "fn an
irregular 'sea- 1s not made" much better !>r worse by the linear
superposition applied using spectl'al, analysfs.
M,ny of the corrments.regardfng s~rge motfon made with respect
to test LIR857 apply equally well to the results of lIR1l43
: "{Figure (38)). A,gain the low frequency splkes ,are due ,to low
frequency components developed in the tank. The expected peak
frequency for th1.s ·sea··state 1£ ~7 Hz. This frequency 15 .
seen very we~l f.n~,the res~lt1ng spectra. The lntegratlon
procedure results in 'very s. fml1ar reht.he 'values as 1.n \the
LIR857 sea state. The predicted sfgnlflcant surge mo~n
using experJmental RAD's 15.6% lower than the value determined
frOIll the. actual speqtra. ~h~ value found uslng calculated
RAO's is 55% of the actull value~ Agafn, in the regi~n
containing most of the' response energy" the t~e'oreucal AAO
4verage 70S: of the uperlmentlll v~lues.·
~".'...
3.2.1•. 2 Cylinder
The spectra fo,,: s·urge response for the cyllndr!cal model are
shown In Figures ·(39-41). The most predominant frequency peak
observed fn the actual resufts of test CIRB57 (at appro)(i~ately
.80 Hz) was matched qufte ..accurafely by the predicted spectra.
Anoth~r peak at approxfmately .65 Hz was also observed in botlh
the 'actua 1 and predicted spectra, although without the' same
. . . v
~gfe? 'of matching ~s that associated with the.htgher peak. A
further peak at .90 Hz i~ accurately pred~cted also.
The value of the significant surge motion, as detennined using
the areas under these spectra, for the "p~edicted using
theoretical RAO" case is 80% as great as the value than for the
actual data. This i~ to be expected, because the values of
surge RAO in the p,eak frequency response reglon· average about
B5% of the e)(~er1.mentally detenninetl v~lues. The value for
significant surge motion for the sp~Ctrum formed using measured
RAO's is withfn 2.0% of the value determined 'from tlte actual
spectrum (Tabl~ 5).,
The:surge response spectra for the cyl1nder in test CIR1143
are .shown in Figure (40). The peaks predicted by the theory
using both measured and calculated RAO's are located
approxfamtely .15 Hz above a. peak in.th-e actual results.
/
A verY.encourag1ng point· is to be found in the calculatlon of
signtf'lcant ~urge motion for thes'e spectra. Ev.en th'ough the
p~ak$.were found at S~'ightly different frequency 'l~cat1on~,' the
.~
,'.; ...
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s1gnficant .surge motions for' actual and prf>dicted using
eltperfmental RAO spectra were·found to'be within 1% of each
othero"essentially identlcal within experimental error. The,
1a1ue (or pred~cted using calculated RAO's was found to be' 82%
as great as the actual case, whiGh was to be expecQ!d
" . l
considering the relationship,between ?lculated and measured
RAO's (see Table 5).
The CIR1429 surge spectra for··the cylindrical model are shown
in Figure (41.J~ The peaks in the spectrum for' actual data are
for all intents and purposes identically matched b~ the.
predicted spectra. It is Interesting to note how closely the
peak energy f~equency tn these curves matches the Jo~s'wap peak
frequency of .60 Hz. The significant surg-e ,motion for the
actual and "predicted usfng measured RAO" spectra are wfthfn 71
. ("
of one. another. The value for th~ predIcted .usfng calculated
RAO 1's 761 as great as the actual case (see Table 5), agaIn,
~ssentfally a result of the ratio bet~een predicted and
measured RAO's fn the reg.ion of peak wave ener!JY.
3.2.1.3 Trapezofd
': Plots of response spectra for the trap~zofdal model appear fn
·Figures (42-44). Energy peaks have been correctly predicted at.
the 0.7S Hz .frequency area fOr test TIRBS7. Thfs frequency
range fs close to the Jonswap peak frequency .Of 0.77 Hz for
this sfgn,ficant sea. height; The ~a9n.1tude of the_ peaks in th.e
spectra'cire not matched wel.l between predicted and dctual
",1
.',/
••
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cases, but the significant surge motion, as determined using
the ,area under the "predicted using experin;ental RAO~ spectr'um
ls wfthin 2% of the actua-] value. Ttie v~lue determined usfng,
calculated RAO's 1s '64% of the actual value. T,his may again be'
e~pla1ned by noting that ,the r..nculated RAO values for the
frequencies .557-1.0 (w~ere the 9.reat majority of th'e wave
energy exists) ave,rage 6\% of t.hefr mea~ur~d counterpa"rts
(Table 5). '
The surge response spectra for test T1R1l43 shows excellent
frequency location matching between predi~ted and-actual cases.
The significant, surge motion for the predicted using measured
'RAO spectrum 1s withfn 13% of the value for the actual "\
spectrum. As expec't~d the value obtained US'fng calculatea--J
RAO's fs 72% as large as the actual, vahle (Table 5).
The' spectra, for ·test 1I.R1429 are shown in Ffgure (44). The
~tfon of three freqUe~cy peaks are correctly ~\tched by the
predicted spectra (.43 Hz •. 67 Hz ••88 Hz),. The magn1tudes of
I '
these frequ~nc~ peaks are re~sonably c.lose' 'to 'Me another wi't-h
the exception of the predicted us1ng experimental RAO peak at
,
0.40 Hz. ThE: large value of this pea~ ma~ be traced to the
steeply slopfng RAO curve for th1~ 'model in .the lower
~freq~encl region. Hav~ng no "regular wave data·for thfs regton.
the only alternative is' to exir-~po1a.te. the curve to the desfred
freqUen~/ :unfortuna~'elY this ,~ay iead to unre~l'1sticallY
high va.lues for energ~ density in.$ltch frequericy ranges. It
" ,
"t·
:. ~:" ./ ..-:':
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1s noted that the less steep theoretical RAO curve. when
. extrapolate~. lead to a less severe and possibly more
feallstic va:lue of surge response.
<
It is. neverth!,!less encouraging to notl! that despite t~1s
problem the significant surge motion (experimental R~O) was
only.61 g~eater than the' value obtained for the actual
spectrum. As was the case for tne previously discussed sea
states with th;~ model,_ the signiffsant surge ~tfon
. (calculated 'RAO) was smaller than the actual case (69%).
3.2.1.4~
The surge response spectra for the spherical model afe shown
in Figures (45-47). Peaks 1n the SIR8S? actual response
spectrum at .67 and .77 Hz were correctly predicted by both
theOretical spe·ctra. The magnitude of the actual data peaks
was quite closely matchecAby the spectrum determined using
ex pe;1mental RAO's. The s,1gntf1cant surge motton for this
spectrum was within 6'% of the actual spec"trlJm. The value for
, the spectrum found using calcu~ated RAO's was only 3'3% lIS '~rge
a.s ,the actual fig.ure. As in pr~}fous cases, this may ~e
explained by noting tha.t the values for theoretical surge RAO
betffeen .6 and l.O'average 34% of the measured vaioues (Ti'D1e 5).
Very sim.l1ar con:rnents can be made regarding the S~R'1l43 se~
response 'spectra. Energy peaks are very accurately predicted
by the experimental RAO spectrum .(magnitude of sl!Jnfffcant
,. ,:-,., ~.:, .; ".
motion within 8:).
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/
The locat!on of i pea~5 is confirmed"
/
by the calculated RAO "spectru~ but 'the signffcant motion is
.' ( . .
411 of the .actual value. For the bulk·r.esponse frequenc!
range of·.40·1.0 Hz the. theoretical surge _RAo"!S averag~ "50S: of
. t,tlefr measured cpunterj!arts.
\
Ther~ are tW0p'e~omfnant energy regions in. the' SI~14~9 actual
surge response spec~rum. Th~ loc;at1o~ of -the first. at .65 Hz, "
is accurately predicted by both theoreti'cal spectra. The
location of the second is.., .07 Hz greater than predicted.
The magnitude at" the I~eaks predfcted.b~ the experimental' ~O
spectrum are greater than the actual ones, but the value of
'significant surge motfon js'wfthl~ 21% of the actual v~lue.
The value of significant surge motton (calculated RAO) is 56%
of the actua.l value, wg.1ch compa~ well with the 50: ratio of
average RAO's in the region of peak wave energy.
/
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}.2.2.1 large Cube
The spectra 'showing heave 'results for this model are shown in
F'ig_Ur~~ (48.49). For the tIR8S7 test thQre is a ,substantial
low frequ!l'Icy (.l Hz) peak in the predicted spectra. Only a
very small peak occurs in the "actual" spectrum. The large
magnftud.e .of the predicted. p,eak is a consequence of a steepl~
r15·1n9 "low-frequency RAO ·curve. The l;Ck of large spikes in
. the ac~ual h~ave r~spon~e spectra. confhms the e~p}anatlon ~..u.
suggested fo~ tho~e existing fnco.rrespondfng surge, results. ,.
T:ht heave: response of·a floating body to a low.frequency ~mall
amp1ftud~ wave 1s not great and would' not result In large.
"- .
energy ~pfkes:- There is very good matching between predicted -
and .actual spectra at higher frequencies for this test, The
.act~al and experimental RAO spec.tra show sT;if.fcant heave
moUon values within Sf of one another (se'e Table 6), The
va.lue detel'1ll1ned using calculated RAO's .is 25% higher than the
, actual case, For the region or'high,response energy, however.,
". the 'values of predicted RAO \re an average of 41f higher thanU~j the experimenta l1y detel'1llined ones '. whi ch . in part accoun;s for
this !"-.sult.
The fre:qu.cy location ,of maximum energy is accurately
pr'ed1cted but is lower than 'the Jonswap value of 0.77 Hz,
I"
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.". " ' '.. ~'"", ' '
Similar conrn~nts carl be made for the UR1l43 t'e~(Ffgur.e 49),
;he low f.r,:qUency peaks exist t.re -t.he predicted' s ~ctr/l.b~~ ~ot
in .~he actual results. The locat1on of peak energ is .very
/Iccurate.ly predicted.
". AS'expected, the Sf9;iffcant tleave mot-ton C/llCU1~ed'USfn'
experim~nta 1 RAO'.s f s reasonab1y clos~. (.28'.' 9r~/Iter)· to' tti'~
." actual ~alue. whe~~a.s, ~he value' determt.ned. using ~heoretfcal
~O'~' is 80S: greater than the actual case (se.!! Table '6). The
t~e?ret1c;al R~O values a~erage approx1inately ~2S hlgher •. ,,·whfch
again partially accounts for this result.
"
k
3.2.2.2 'Cylinder
, '
The heave response of the .cylinder for the .cIRBS7 test is.
'-':,
shown in Figure (50). The.loc~t1on of P;/IkS. seen fn the actual
data is accurately p~edicted by both pre~icted spectra (u~.fn9
calculated and measured RAO's). The relatfve magnitudes of the
response are a problem for .this_data· group~ but can be,
partially explained by the relatthe magnitudes of the RAO's.. .9 ;
The. signiffcant heave mot1on detenn1ned by integrating the
"predicted" ~Sfng measured .RAO" spectrum shows.a value 211.
greater than that cal'c~lated »51ng the actual spectrum. The
value l;fetennfned using the '~predtcted using calculated RAO"
. . ,
spectrum is 92: gr.eater th,an the "actua'l" value. The spectra
(for this -test show a very narr0tl energy dfstrfbut1~ c1osa-l y,
clustered about the 0.80 frequency reg-fon" It Js noted that
,~"
'.
" ~.'"
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~he calculated RAO for it frequency of 0.836 Hz is 761 higher
, than the average mea~ured value. This explains the large value
.of significant heave motion.
The hea~e response 9 the CIR1143 test 1s shown ,fn:Figure ~
(51). The· energy peaks pre!:ifcted by the theory aTf'
approximately .OB Hz away from t~e peak seen in the actual
data. The sjsn1'ffcant heave mot~on predicted using
. experlment~l RAO's' 1s 421 ~reater than the actual •. and the
va"lue"detennlned us1n~ calculated RAO's 1s 1261 greater. The
.difference In, RAO's does not explain these results as well as
for· tile other-tests.
Cylf.nder heave respon;e fQ~ te"s~ CIR1429 is s~own in Ffgure'
(43) •. The spectra detennfned using both measured and
'. "
calculated' RAO' s 'corr.ectJy !ll1rror the location .of two peaks
observed fn the Nactual" spectrum.'
The s1gn.1~1~_ant heave motioh determined for these spectra is
as expected. The value determined u"sing measured RAO'~ is
~1thl'n 2% of the, actual case", and the value determined using:
calculat~d RAO is ~O:: greater than the actual. These spectra'
> • , '- "
show considerable ene~gy between.6 and l.~ Hz, and In. this
range the calculated RAO's are about 42:·greater dian their
measured counterparts flable 6).
other t)'lO spectra.
/
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3.2.2.3 Trapezofd
The heave response spectra for this model are shown in Figures
(53-55). The spectra for the TiReS] test shows an energy peak
.... r
near 0.75 Hz "for both the actual arid calculated using
exp~r~al RAO cases. Th,e locadon Of t~fs peak is close to ~
the Jonswap peak frl!q~ency (0.77 Hz):. The spectrum determined
from calculated RAO's showed an inc,rease in ~a9nltude near
this frequency but not the c~early defined peak s~en in 'the .
.
The 519n1£1oCllot' .fi-eave motion for the sp~ctrum detennf~ed using
--' '.experimental RAO's was 26% greater than the value detennf~ed
using the actual .spectrum. The value for the calculated RAO
case was......iSs as great as•.t.he actl/al va-~ue. t~fs may be ')
expra1ned by noting that, jar the predominant energy frequency
range (0,60-1,00) the average calculated heave RAG is 58: as)" ,
~reat~as the measured value (Table 6).
The spectra for heave response fnlthe TIRl143 test is sh'own in
Figure (54). The existence of energy peaks present in the
actual data""!'t .6, .7, and .8 Hz has been Gorrectly predicted
...~-.-.
by the theory. The magnitude of these peaks has been
..re~sonably well .ma.Jched by the predicted u~1ng_ eXP\er1me.ntal RAO
procedure. The large r~lue~ of r~s~onse predicted .bY the
calculated RAO proce!lJre in Jhe low frequency range are a
result of the extrapolation of the calculated RAO curve. The
low values ~f response predi.cted in the higher freqMency range
, .
by the calculated RAO proc~dure are a result of'the'low values
,:
-. . ~~
'j
,.
~{
\ ..i.;;;'·'
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\ of RAO calculated relative to the actual values. From the RAO
curveslfl!Ul'e-(32J) it is observed that ~~~ talcu.hted RAO
curve crosses the measured one at a value of .60",Hz, and this
..~ 1~ ,the. v_a~~e Wh~_re the spec~ra are most Cl.ose:Jtched.
' .
.
.The value" for s1gnlficant heavf= moti-on for the measured RAO
method ;,JI8"',,,0',,, 'thi" t~e ,,"" "i,•. aod the "',e to'
t~e ca1cula~d RAO method f~ "in: greater. However: the
theoretical RAO values' in the peak wave energy region av.er<)ge
. , I' .
42% less than the measured ones. ThiS anom~ly shows .uP the"
·-prevlously mentioned difficulty 1; PY.~d1~~9 the motion of a' ,
body with d"~" ,:r""oo', ""de";~ter ?eo~et~y; <" j.,
The -results of the TIR1429 test'1clearly show the problems
assoc1,ated with the 1ioear ex.trapolation proc~e tor" (
estfmating RAO values outside the frequenc/ range of,
calculat"ion'(or experimentation). The actual and measured RAO
spectra match quite well in 1:hh test, w.ith energy peak
locations~y confirmid and the" significant hea~e
motions withfn 7% of one an"other. The large response at lo~
frequency Is again a result 0," th~ extrapolation of the
"# theoretical RAO curve and t~e·significan~ motion is 68: gredter
than actual datii: Agaln
t
," the, ~heoret.ical RAo.'!V avera-ge 4'Zi
less than the measured ones in the region of peak wave el1~rgy.
~ .
-'
..l
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3.2.2.4 ~
The spectra for heave respons'e of the spherical model are
shown in Figures )56-58). An energy peak at .78 Hz in the
SIRs'S7 te~t is correctly predicted ,bY both theoretical spectra.
A predicted ~ak 'at .70 Hz is not Yf!T'y definite in tht! actual
da~a .
The significant heave motion detennfned" from the expet'1mental'
RAO's is20l less than the actual value. The value for thi
cal~ulated RAO's 1s 23\greater than the actual data. This
may be explained by notIng that the theoretical RAO's are 39~
grea~er tha~.. the measured ~ounterparts for' the peak rt!spo.nse , ..
frequency range (see Table 6):
The SIR1143 test h~ave response spectra are seen in F~gure
(57). Energy peaks at .45 •• 67, and .88 Hz are ~uite. ,
accurately predicted, but the ma9fl1tude is accurately predicted
only in the ..67 Hz·peak. As expected, the '~argest disparity in
'Peak magn.itudes occurs at approximately 0.80 Hz.· the. ioeation
at which measured and oalculated RAO's differ by the largest
amount.
\
Similar conrnents can be made with respect ~o the SIR~429 test
heave response. The locati.\,ns of energy peaks are quite
acc~ratelY predicted', but a relativel!' wide dispa-rity, ill peak
magnitude exists in the .80.Hz region.
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For both' of these latter tw,o tests, the dffferences between
actual ,and ~pred1cted using theoretical RAO" m~jons are not
well accounted for by the. difference 1n ilvera.ge RAO values in.
the peak wave energy regi9n. However, the pred-1cted
significant.heave motions are not much different than the
. actual, so it appears th~t the difference 1n RAO:S has not led
to a coorespon~1ng difference tn. sfg"nff1cant motions.
!'"
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4.0 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSiONS
.'
There were two '¥jor objectives of this work. Firstly, the appHc4bl1lty
ot" linear diffraction theory to predicting the motion of Ice masses in
regular waves was to be _udied. Secondly.. the principle of linear
superposition as apP'led to the prediction of motion in irregular waves
was to be 1,nvestigated.
Several variables were thought to affect the predfctlon accuracy, and
, ,
the experiments were carried out to specifically study these
propert1es. Linear diffraction theory neglects the effect of viscosity
ent1r~lY. In, or~er to study t~'1.'. effect three' ~Ubes ·ha~.ng lengths 1n .
.the ratto 1:2:3 were studied .whlle under the. action of wa:~s hav.ing
lengths in the \dentical ~atio. The~e cases are 1dent1cal from the
point of view of Froudian scaling, but, since viscous forces are
directly\related to Reynold's nUrlmer and body cholraeter15t1c length,
v15cous effects will differ. As .reported in the" previous section, H
was seen that a general improvement in pred1ct1on occurred as the size of
the model was increased. Viscous effects, then, result in .1ncreasing
error as smaller models are used. This 15 an important result when
COnS)dering the s1:e of the most Important "models''', - real Icebergs.
, -
linear theo!y also assumes, that the, motion of the body relat1y,e to 1ts
s1ze will be small. To study the effect of this ....ariable on prediction
accuracy ther:ubes were dgajn·used. The amplituife of motion of the
cubes 1n each t~st ~un was no~al1;;ed with body chij;racterist'1c length
and plotted.·a~ainst a measure of prediction' error. The surge .results
117
showed a general trend of increasing error with increasing motion
amplitude, but the ·sallle could not be said for heave results. It is
~hOU9';t that viscosity ef~ects caused the ambiQuous;;ba'ture of the heave
plot. As described 1n the 1!ltroduct1on. viscosity-induced problems in
motfon"predfct1on ilre related to the ratio J.,/Lc. Motion amplitude is
unfortunatt!ly also related to the wav~len9th ~, and as a re's~lt an
lndependent study of viscosity or motion amplitude related problems ,is
'.difficult. Twd more general points with respect to the experime~ts and
these effects are as follows. Firstly, considering all. test
frequenc1es. surge RAO's were marl! accurately pred.fcted fo~ the. large
cube than fhe. sma'l1er ones. This is' as expected. since the associated
.relat~t10n amplftudes were smaller for the large cu·be. and'ViscOSity ,.
is expected tq produce smaller' errors for. larger models. Secondly,
\ '.,. . .._ ..
RAO's '\~ genera_l shO\ole~ bett;r matching for'high f~qu7ncy surge.and·
non-resonance heave conditions where body motion 'amplitude was .small.
than for the corrt!sponding low frequency surge, amI. heave resonance
situations.
The~ shape o'f tht! ic:~ergs was thought to affect the abl1i.tf ~f lfnear
theory to predict motfon, The theory assumes that, little change win
occu~ in two important parameters -.. wa:terlfne area and underwater shape
,--as the body OSt;1~l~tes, This will be the case for bodi~s having
re'lat1vely straigh't (vertical) s.1des. s,uch as the cubes and cyli"nqer.
but .the trapezoid and. sphere were expected' to' prese~t some problem' ,wjth.
'this a~sumpt10n_, The 'results -here wer~ clear, The cylinder in fact
.produced-the best dverage results. with the cubes riext and the trape~01d
and sphere showing the poorest matching, The:fact that the cylinder
"(
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outperformed the cubes was du~ to the fact.. ~hat it possessed tlf •
additional advantage of not presenting a different shape to~wave
front as the lnevitable yawing motion occurred during the experiments.
~
linear theory assumes that the waves' under study will be relatively
"shallow" in nature, th~t is, their ratio of wavele~gth tll wave height
will be large. "'-0 disco~er whether this problem app~ared In proctice,
tests were run at several t{ifferen_t steepnesses. However, th~ results
of this study.were not conclusive. A trend of improved prediction
. . .
ex·isted for the medium cube as shallower wav.es w.ere used, but this trend
was not repeated for the other berg shapes. Undoubtedly an insufficient
range of steepness~s were used t~ clearl~ .obse.rve ~he effe~t of wave
steepness, owing to, the previously mentioned mod,el rolling pl'loblems.·, '
. .
..
Throughout the entire· test program it was observed that surge was
'underp~ed1cted by theory,· whereas heave was c'on'si:tently overpredicted.
It is ttrought that secon~ order wave effec.ts caused .the mbdels ~o surge
more·than expected. Heave motjo~, alternatively, was general1y damped
by fluid viscosity and was hence lower ·than predicted.
/
The irregular sea portion of·ttn! tests brought forward some interesting
points 'to ,be cons1der~d- when predicting ~e~!fmotion in an 1rregular
seaway. If RAO's are· used to determine berg motion. the'spectral results
will in general be as; accu'ra-te as .are the RAO',s. Th'e experiment .has
sho~n significant d1screpanci~s between calculated and measured RAO's in
heave' resonance and high surge amplitude regions. If the bulk of ·the
wave energy is in such a ~igh amplitude 'region. thE: disc;epancies in
-.. ,./.,.
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rellponse spectrum shape can be considerable. If, however, the bulk of
wave energy is located at a region where RAO's closely match measured
results, good" spectral prediction can be expected.
/
Probltllls were ~ncountf:!r,ed when extrapolatin~ steeply ris·ing RAO curve
Du.tsfde the region of measured results. 'This practice may lead to
Ulireal1stfcally high RAO values and resulting protilems with response
spectrum s~pe. "
In fi'Jures .59,:,66'th~ f~l1 scale 'signficant surge arid heave motions for
each model have b'een plotted against significant wave height; th~
pOi'n/s. d~te~1ned ;ro~ ac-t~al. response d~ta' and- those ;rom sp~c,t.ra
generated using experi~entai.:RAO' s 'are very close to one d!Jother in most
C~Sl:!}.· Th1s":confi~S t~e pr~dt,c~ion proce~ure-'s accuracy\as a tooi for
motfo~ predfct,i pn tn an~ irregular- seaway. Thi's is a useful and
tion~trivtal result. 1n that while the models were seen to exhibit
-- 1'. .
considerable non-linear b~aviour (sU.b~ergence, ~arge ex~urs1o~s from
zero position), the principle of l\1lear~ superposition has ·held up quite
well. {.
'The ~ffect of wave grou~s ~hould be-mentioned in this work. S~ch groups
result. from t~e ex1ste"ce of a series.of waves havin-g'simllar
:frequencies. They may. be 'described physically as a wave packet or
envelo~e trave1l1ng in a wave train~ ,Forces ~ssociated with such wave
groups ar~· proportional to the product of the ampli~udes of the'
cotistituent ,w~Yes:_ Thes: for~~s o~~U1redOlllinantlY at ~reqU~n.cil!s
repre,s~nting di ffe.rences between cdn~ti tu:nt. waves I frequencies. ~uch'
·",.
".
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f.orces will then bl!come a problem only for bod1es exp~rlenc.1n9 reSQllance
at low f'rg",quencies corresponding to the djffere~ 1n frequency between
. /
waves within a group, for example a moored ~em1-submerslble. Low
freque~ spectra) ,disturbances caused 'by group phenomena \Would be
lndi!itinguishable from those prev10usly mentioned caused by residual
waves in the tank. As descri'bed earlier, these low frequency problems
, were eliminated 'prior t'tl spec;ral ·analysis. The fact that the
significant motion of the bodies could be predicted by combining RAO's
with~ave spectra i,S a good indication that secl5n~ order grou_p related
forces have not created a problem for the, exlter1ments •.
The p.oints from spectra generated ,I,js,ing theor.etfcal RAO~s are somewhat
lower fn surge 'motion' and usu~ll.Y ,somewhat hfgher 1n heave motion. >]he
accuracy of these .points is closely tied to the acc;uraci of the R~O'S
used tQ, gene;a~e t..hem. -Care should be taken when applyin.9 this procedure
and as many RAO calculations or experiments as possible should be-'carr1ed
out to ensure that the total range of s1gnlf1cant wave energy 1s covered
with 9Qod frequency resolution •
" ':'~
.' ,:
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Another experiment to be investigated involves the motl0R of icebergs.1n
the area of a semi·submersible. ~ata gathering is at present difficult
with two moving bodies in the tank", but problems are being graduali y
eliminated. 'An experiment jnvolving a statistically significant nU~ber
of test runs, to study berg moti.on near a sem1-su"ersible is presently
under consideration•
,
Any experimental work leads to a series of further questions to be
answered ~fld "things we could have done differently". This experiment is
no exception. Already in mind 1s an improved method of handl.1ng :he
irregular portion of the experiment. If the towing carriage CG,uld be
used as a base for the selspot cameras and moved a~g with the berg as
it 1s excited by an irregular wave train, the motion of the carriage
could be accounted for and later removed from Selspot data. In this way
there would be -an unl1mf.ted period cf:time during whfc"h data could be
gathered. undou6tedly~leading to smo~ther spectra 1 forms.
"-
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